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Red Heart® Grande™: 2 balls 
3506 Teal A, 1 Ball 406 
Foggy B

KB Loom: (3) Zippy Looms, 
10 pegs.

Notions: Knitting tool, crochet 
hook to weave in ends, 
scissors, cardboard cut to 
6-7” (15-18 cm) wide.

Gauge: 3.25 sts x 8 rows = 
4” (10 cm). CHECK YOUR 
GAUGE

RED HEART® 
Grande™, Art E826 
available in 5.29 oz 
(150 g), 46 yd  
(42 m) balls

What you will need:

continued...

Zippy Loom Super 
Scarf

Snuggle up with this fun and stylish 
super scarf in Grande! It is made using a 
Zippy knitting loom and topped off with 

contrasting pompoms. 

Scarf measures 7” x 84” (18 x 213 cm)

SCARF
With A cast on 10 sts in ewrap and 
prepare to work a flat panel. 
Row 1: Ewrap knit to end.
Row 2: Purl to end. 
Repeat Row 1 and Row 2 until scarf 
measures approximately 84” (213 cm) 
from cast on edge or 119 rows.  

Bind off with Basic Bind off method.
Weave ends in. 

POMPOMS
With B, make (4) pompoms, or (2) for 
each end of scarf.
To measure, use a cardboard 
approximately 6-7” (15-18 cm) wide.  
Wrap yarn around cardboard 20-25 
times, and remove. Use strand of yarn 
about 12” (30.5 cm) long to tie center of 
yarn wraps tightly. Tie secure knot with 
strand ends.

Hold pompom with strands, and shape 
with scissors to desired shape. Gather 
the end stitches of ½ of scarf edge and 
pull the end of strand thru and knot 
securely. Try to do this knot at base of 
pompom. Trim to length of other fringe. 

Attach 2nd pompom to the other ½ of 
edge stitches. Repeat for the other 2 
pompoms at opposite end of scarf. Trim 
all and weave in any remaining yarn 
tails.

HOW-TO 
Cast On
Place the slipknot on the first peg on the 
right side of the Zippy loom. Moving 
from right to left, wrap the working yarn 
around 2nd peg in counterclockwise 
direction. Repeat with the remaining 
pegs.

Ewrap Stitch 
Begin Ewrap stitches from left to right 
on the Zippy loom. From the last peg, 
wrap this same peg again 
in a counterclockwise direction. The 
working yarn is now between this peg 
and the next peg, wrap the next peg in 
clockwise direction. Repeat wrapping 
the remaining pegs in a clockwise 
direction. Each peg should now have  2 
loops.
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Starting with the last peg (where the 
working yarn is located), with your 
fingers (or knitting hook) take the 
bottom loop up and over/off the peg. 
Repeat with the remaining pegs. One 
loop should remain on each peg.

Purl Stitch 
This stitch is the reverse of the knit 
stitch. Place working yarn below the loop 
on the peg being worked. 
Insert the hook from top of loop, grab 
working yarn and pull under loop and lift 
off peg. Replace the new loop onto peg. 

The Purl stitch is used in combination 
with the Ewrap or the Knit Stitch or the 
stitch to prevent a knitted piece from 
curling.  
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